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Main Gate
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Deeley at left and Bob Barmes. He was a farm boy from Vincennes Indiana.We got a letter from

his mom a few months after he got out saying he had been killed falling from a corn silo. I noticed a 

couple of years back there is a Clint Barmes playing for the Rockies and he is also from Vincennes. 

Probably related. Those barracks were pretty nice! ---Remember "Pop" the elderly janitor?
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From out the back window of barracks--the EM club. (It really looks like a fire trap!)
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This is the first of a series of pics from a party that was held at the EM club. Bob Jarrett sent them. I talked

to him over the phone about the party. I honestly have no recollection of it. ---But I'm in the pics, so I guess 

I was there. Actually, I think there are a lot of places I went over there and can't remember. 

--too much beer or now I'm too old. Lot's of familiar faces.Photo #006



That might be the Headquarter’s CO-- Colonel Hyde??? (‘Looks like he couldn’t put that cigarette down)
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I thought the troops were supposed to be fed first! 

Look at all that wood! If this caught fire it would probably have gone up in 2 minutes. Thanks for all the windows.
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Some of your pals, I think. Berra at left, then Haas??, then Provenzano, and ???
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Is that the Chinese doctor at left? Seems at one time we had a company 

clerk that was Asian and from California. 
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Someone entertaining the troops with the guitar
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There's Lt. Gil Dougherty at left looking mighty sharp-and sooo young! I think these two were Warrant Officer. 
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That's me at far left. I believe Rashid is by the wall painting. On the wall is a poster "Welcome Big 57 CO Party" 
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Lot’s of familiar faces. Are you anywhere in here? 
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This was a rare “company formation.” I think we had one of these for an IG inspection one time. 

As I recall the motor pool’s job for the IG inspection was to dispatch on the road as many vehicle as possible, 

so they weren’t around for inspection. Does this ring a bell, Dom? 
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Headquarters building at far right. Nice collection of cars. 'Bet you can name all the years and makes. 

A collection like this must be worth several hundred thousand dollar now--in this condition. 

I’d love to have that Buick wagon! Note helicopter in background. 
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I think this was Bob Jarrett’s bunk. He was one shaped-up soldier!
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Downtown Kaiserslautern. I read one time that this area was the largest community 

of Americans outside of the U.S.
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Downtown Kaiserslautern. Coca-Cola bottling plant 
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“Seven Steps to Hell”
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That’s Bob Jarrett on the right and PFC ????
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In “civies”--Bob Jarrett, Fettig, Don Deeley (Downtown Kaiserslautern)
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EM club. Bob's Mercedes and my Hillman. --Damn, that convertible was cold in the winter! What was I thinking?
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Deeley touching up ID number on a new sedan. Not sure, but I think the jeep belong to the EOD squad.
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New Chevy and Deeley
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Deeley and Rashid–Coming back from Starbucks. Nice looking sedans. 
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Dougherty and ??? I think the guy in the middle smoked stoggies. If that rings any bells. 
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Recognize anyone?  Crawford was a recent immigrant from Scotland and worked in the drafting room with me. 

I could hardy understand him most of the time. Saunders I believe was English. Al Taylor was in S2 and 3. 

Well educated and a nice guy. Jarrett told me he ran into him  years ago while selling books and media. 

Seems Al Taylor was the president of a small college down south. Don't remember anything about Waugh. 

Carson was from the south, a college grad, music major.
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